
What Can Synthasys
Do for Your Organization?

Our consultants are fluent in the full project life cycle
and are readily available to provide leadership,
knowledge and support in all of your Infinium
application and technical needs.

Project Management
We can facilitate the entire implementation or assist
in a particular area, tracking milestones, time,
resources, issues and change management.

Business Process Analysis
We will review your current processes, policies and
procedures, recommending solutions to achieve
more efficient and effective results.

Post-Implementation Review
Our review of your software and business practices
includes interviews, documentation review and
flowcharting.  This will be performed to develop a
“Best Practices” forum in your organization,
delivering a formal report upon conclusion outlining
issues, solutions and next steps.

Interface Design/Development
From business requirements, through specifications,
design, development, testing and documentation, we
can provide the full interface life cycle. 

Integrating Systems
Design, review and re-engineering of all internal
systems for a completely integrated system.

Upgrade Assistance
The latest releases of your software will be
upgraded seamlessly by our professionals.  We
can review existing code for integration points,
customization, and hard-coding to make
intelligent suggestions for the quickest, most
efficient manner in which to proceed.

In-Process Project Review
If you already have a project in process,
Synthasys can provide value-added services
that can identify shortfalls of the existing
project plan, validate the critical path and share
known pitfalls. 

Customized Training
Using your data and your facility, Synthasys can
create a custom training curriculum to speed up
the knowledge transfer to your staff. 

Custom Programming
Synthasys can provide tenured programmers to
lead or assist your organization in its technical
requirements.

Custom Documentation
Not “How does the software work?”, but rather,
“How do we use the software?”, Synthasys can
create documentation that is specific to your
organization’s use of the system.

Remote Support
Synthasys can cost-effectively provide remote
technical and application support on a
long-term or “as needed” basis.  

Synthasys is an independent professional services
firm dedicated to partnering with our clients to
develop and execute IT solutions that best fit your
organizational requirements and goals. 

Corporate Culture

The principles of our organization are based on
providing our clients with experienced business
professionals with specific, thorough knowledge
of the Infinium module they support.

Synthasys believes in giving our clients the
highest return on investment.

We strive to exceed your company’s
expectations.

Synthasys believes in an open, honest
relationship with our clients, focusing on
your goals, time requirements and budgetary
constraints.

We promise to respond to your organizational
needs and requirements with consistent
communication and timeliness.

We believe in transferring the knowledge
of our professional consultants to your
internal staff.




